
MAPPING DAYS OF MAY 
MAPATHON 

MAP TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE 

 
 

 
We hope you Ask us these Questions, Frequently:  
 
What do I do if I have no experience but want to be a part of the 
mapathon? 

No Worries! This is a task for beginners and requires no experience. We can offer 
enough training to get you going.  

 

What platform would I use to do this mapathon? 
You will be mapping on OpenStreetMap. Make sure you and your students have 
(free!) OpenStreetMap accounts AND please collect their OSM usernames as you will 
need them later. 
 

What would I be mapping? 
You will be adding building features to OpenStreetMap, the most basic type of 
feature to begin adding with a very low barrier to entry. The tasks will be located 
throughout various parts of rural Romania that are prone to flooding. For an extra 
challenge, you can align roads with imagery! 
 

Why are we mapping in Romania? 
By mapping rural areas of Romania, you’ll give crews on the ground enough 
information to know where populations and properties vulnerable to flooding are 
located. This helps prevent future losses by knowing where mitigation efforts must 
be located OR where people must be evacuated. There is a strong need for 
contributions in Romania on OpenStreet Map. 

 

What is the time frame?  
May 15 - June 8 

 

How many people can participate?  
As many people from your classroom can participate.  We would only need their OSM 
Usernames to track changes.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

How much time should I allot for this Mapathon? 
You can allot as much time for this Mapathon as fits with your classroom schedule.  
There is no limit on the number of changes you can contribute to OpenStreetMap.  
You and your students can map over the course of two weeks or you can set aside 
an hour of each day to the Mapathon.  However you prefer! 

 

Will there be someone to contact if I am having issues? 
Of course! For any issues you may come across, you can contact Grace Muset 
(gmuset@americangeo.org) or Steven Johnson (steven@geomanticlabs.io)  

 

How will the data be used? Examples of who will see this data 
Romania’s Defence Ministry  
Romania’s Office of Emergency Situations  
Local mapping chapters 
Aid organizations  
NGO’s, Planners, Universities  

 

What is TeachOSM? 
TeachOSM is a project to promote the use of OpenStreetMap and allied platforms to 
teach the fundamentals of geography. Through the use of open mapping techniques 
students acquire skills in basic navigation, orientation, cartographic skills, as well as 
how to read the landscape. TeachOSM is a chartered project of OpenStreetMap US, a 
501(c)3 organization.  

 

 

 

Happy Mapping! 
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